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Let fZl be a distributive lattice formed by subsets of a finite set E such that 8, E E 9 with set 
union and intersection as the lattice operations. We define a simple split decompoisition of ?a 
into distributive lattices 9, = 9 (i = 1,2) such that 8 is uniquely reconstructed from ai 
(i = 1,2). Based on the combinatorial decomposition theory developed by Cunningham and 
Bdmonds, we show that 9 can uniquely be decomposed (by repeated simple split decomposi- 
tions) into a minimal collection of prime (indecomposable) distributive lattices and brittle 
distributive lattices, where eafh brittle distributive lattice corresponds to a poset represented by 
the Hasse diagram forming a star or a complete bipartite graph. 
Introduction 
Let 9 s 2E be a distributive lattice formed by subsets of a finite set E such that 
8, E E Ea with set union and intersection as the lattice operations. In the present 
paper we shall define a way of decomposing 9 (if possible) into distributive 
lattices pi ~,a (i = 1,2) such that ai (i = 1,2) are smaller than 9 (in a sense 
precisely described in Section 2) and Ed is uniquely determined by pi (i = 1,2). 
The pair {Br, &,j is called a simple split decomposition of 5-B. The structure of the 
collection of distributive lattices obtained by repeated simple split decompositions 
will be examined in detail by employing the decomposition theory developed by 
Cunningham and Edmonds [3, 51. 
Substitution decompositions of acyclic graphs and posets were considered, for 
example, in [2, 91 (also see a survey [8] for substitution decompositions) and a 
split decomposition of strongly connected graphs was treated in [4]. However, to 
the author’s knowledge split decompositions of distributive lattices have not yet 
been considered in the literature. 
The present work was motivated by the investigation of the possibility of a split 
decomposition of a (not necessarily symmetric) submodular system (cf. [6]). The 
motivation will be given in the next section. 
*The present work was supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship (1982/83), Fed. 
Rep. Germany and was carried out when the author was on leave at Institut fiir Gkonometrie und 
Operations Research, Universitat Bonn, Nassestrasse 2, D-5300 Bonn 1, Fed. Rep. Germany. 
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1. Motivation: A decomposition of submodular systems 
Let R be the set of reals and 9 E 2E be a distributive lattice with set union and 
intersection as the lattice operations such that $9, E E 9. Also let f : 9 + R be a 
submodular function on 9, i.e., for each X, Ye9 we have 
fw+f(Y)~ff(XU y)+f(xn Y). (1.1) 
Here, we assume f(g) = 0. The pair (9, f) is called a submodular system and a 
polyhedron 
B(f)={x IxERE,VXE~:X(X)~~(X),X(E)=~(E)} (1.2) 
is called the base polyhedron associated with (9, f), where RE is the set of all 
functions (or vectors) from E to R and for each X E 9 and x E RE 
x(x>= C x(e). (1.3) 
esX 
It should be noted that we can not symmetrize f as in [6], since 9 is not 
complemented in general. Therefore, we can not apply the decomposition theory 
in [6] to general submodular systems in an effective way. 
Now, let S ={T1, TJ be a dissection of E, i.e., a partition of E into two 
nonempty parts, and define 
9i={X]XE9,eitherXsTiorE-XsT} (1.4) 
for each i = 1,2. Also for each i = 1,2 let fi be a restriction of f to !Z&. Then, in 
general we have 
w)swl)~wfzh (1.5) 
Here, it should be noted that B(f,) nBCfi, is also a base polyhedron associated 
with a certain submodular system, since 9i2= 9i U LBd, is a crossing family and a 
restriction of f to 912 is a submodular function on the crossing family 9612 (see 
[7]). (We say two subsets X, Y of E cross if the four sets Xtl Y, Xfl(E- Y), 
(E-X) n Y, (E-X) rl (E - Y) are nonempty. A family 8 of subsets of E is called 
a crossing family if for each crossing pair of X, YE 9 we have X U Y, X n YE S. 
A function f : 9 + R is called a submodular function on the crossing family 9 if 
(1.1) holds for each crossing pair of X, YE 9.) If (1.5) holds with equality, i.e., 
Wf)=wflf,)n~O (1.6) 
and lTil> 2 (i = 1,2), we say S = {T,, T2) is a split of (9, f) and {(a,, fr), (aa,, fJ} 
is a split decomposition of (9, f). Since there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between base polyhedra and submodular functions f’ on distributive lattices 9’ 
with 8, E E 9’ and f’(g) = 0, f is uniquely determined by fi and f2 if S = {T,, TJ is 
a split of (9, f). Equation (1.6) is equivalent to the condition that for each XE 9 
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where for each i = 1,2 we define fi(Y) = +m for Y s E with Y# 91~. This can be 
shown based on a result in [7]. We see from (1.7) that the decomposition of a 
matroid into connected components and 2-connected components is a special case 
of the split decomposition of a submodular system. 
Based on the above definition of split decomposition we can develop a theory 
of decompositions of submodular systems. It can be shown that split decomposi- 
tions of submodular systems satisfy the axioms of a decomposition frame pro- 
posed by Cunningham and Edmonds [3,5], but the so-called intersection property 
[3, 51 may not hold in general. A result of the present paper implies that the 
intersection property also holds if f is a modular function (i.e., f satisfies (1.1) with 
equality for each X, YE 9). Note that, if f is modular, (1.6) or (1.7) is equivalent 
to the condition that for each X E 9 
(i) XnT,, XnT,E9 or 
(ii) X U T1, X U T2E 9 
(see (2.7) and (2.8)). Therefore, the problem of the decomposition of (9, f) with 
modular f is reduced to that of the decomposition of the underlying distributive 
lattice 9. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to show that the split decomposition 
of a distributive lattice falls within the general framework of Cunningham and 
Edmonds [3, 51 and to characterize brittle distributive lattices (the precise 
definition of a brittle distributive lattice will be given later). Applications of the 
result of this paper to lattice-theoretical or order-theoretical questions will be left 
for future research. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
Let P be a finite set and 9) = (P, <) be a partially ordered set (or a poser) with a 
partial order < among elements of P. We write a< b if and only if a< b and 
a # b. Also, n I< b if and only if a< b and there exists no c E P such that 
a 4 c 4 b. A subset X of P is called a (lower) ideal of 9 if a i b E X implies a E X 
for every a, b E P. Let E be a finite set and denote by 2E the set of all the subsets 
of E. A set Ed of subsets of E is a distributive lattice with set union and 
intersection as the lattice operations if for every X, YE 9 we have XU Y, 
X n YE 9. Such a 9 is sometimes called a ring family. 
Proposition 2.1 ([l]). Let Ed be a distributive lattice formed by subsets of E such 
that $9, EEL with set union and intersection as the lattice operations. Then there 
uniquely exist a partition l7 = {E,, EZ, . . . , Ek} of E and a poset 8 = (l7, <) such 
that XE Ed if and only if 
X[I7]c{Ei IEiEP,EirX) (2.1) 
is an ideal of 9 and 
X=U{Ei IEiEX[nn. (2.2) 
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Under the correspondence (2.2) we can identify the distributive lattice 9~ with 
the collection (denoted by 2*) of all the ideals of 9 in Proposition 2.1. 
We suppose throughout the present paper that 9 5 2E is a distributive lattice 
for which the partition I7 in Proposition 2.1 is given by {{e} 1 e EE}. Let P = 
{E,, Ez, . . . , Ek} be a partition of E. For any X E E we say X is compatible with 
the partition P if for each Ei EP, G nX# fl implies Ei sX. A dissection of E is a 
partition of E into two parts and we say a dissection S ={Tr, TJ of E is 
compatible with P if T1 and then T2 are comparible with P. Then define 
Ed(P) = {X ( X E 9, X is compatible with P}. (2.3) 
Ed(P) is a (distributive) sublattice of 9. Suppose Ts E is compatible with P and 
define 
P(IT={EiIEiEP,EinT=~}U{T}, (2.4) 
W’) 11 T= W’II T). (2.5) 
We call P )( T (or 9(P) 1) T) an aggregation of P (or 9(P)) by T. Define 
T[P] = {Ei 1 Ei E P, Ei ~ T}. (2.6) 
A dissection S = {T,, TJ of E is called a good dissection of 53(P) if S is 
compatible with P and for every X E 9 (P) at least one of the following two holds: 
XflT,,XnT,E9(P), 
XU T,, XU T2~9((P). 
A good dissection S = {T,, T2) of Ed(P) is called a split of 9(P) if 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
ITi[P]I ~2, i = 1,2, (2.9) 
where (-1 denotes the cardinality. By definition, S = {T,, TJ is a split (or a good 
dissection) of 9(P) if and only if S is a split (or a good dissection) of its dual 
g(P)={E-XIX&(P)}. 
Lemma 2.2. Let S = {T,, Tz) be a good dissection of 9(P) and denote 9(P) 11 Ti by 
Edi (i = 1,2). Then 9(P) is the unique minimal distributive Zattice (minimal with 
respect to set inclusion) such that 
(2.10) 
Proof. Relation (2.10) trivially holds. Let 3’ be the unique minimal distributive 
lattice such that 9’2 SBlU 9~~. Then, by the definition of a good dissection, for 
each X E 9 (P) there exist Yi E ai (i = 1,2) such that Yr U Y2 = X or Yr tl Y2 = X. 
Therefore, XE 9’. Consequently, 97’2 9(P) and thus 9’= 9(P). Cl 
From Lemma 2.2, if a split S = {T,, TJ of 9(P) is given, we can construct 9(P) 
from 9(P) II q (i = 1,2). We say {9(P) II T,, 9(P) (I T2) is the simple split decom- 
position of $3 (P) by the split S = {T,, TJ. Note that IP 1) Ti ( < IPI (i = 1,2) but that 
not necessarily I~il< 191 (i = 1,2). 
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Denote by 9(P) = (n(P), <,) the unique poset on the partition U(P) of E which 
corresponds to 9(P) (cf. Proposition 2.1). The partition n(P) of E is said to be 
induced by 9(P). The Hasse diagram H(9(P)) representing the poset 8(P)= 
(II(P), <,,> is defined as a directed graph H(9(P)) = (n(P), A(P)) with a vertex 
set II(P) and an arc set 
A(P) = {(Ei, Ei) ( Ei, EI E n(P), Ei p >I Ei}. (2.11) 
We say 9(P) (and S(P)) are connected if the corresponding Hasse diagram 
H(B(P)) is connected. (Note that 9(P) is connected if and only if for each 
X E 9(P) with @ # X# E we have E -X# 9(P).) When H(9(P)) is connected, a 
vertex E0 in H(9(P)) is called a cut uertex if deleting E0 from H(9(P)) makes 
H(9(P)) disconnected. For any disjoint subsets @I and 8* of 17(P), we say an arc 
(Ei, Ei) in H(9(P)) connects 81 with fiz if “Ei E &I and Ei E &” or “E, E & and 
Ei E i;l”. 
A subgraph HI of H(9(P)) is called a star if there exists a vertex EO in HI such 
that for each arc (Ei, Ei) in H, either Ei = EO or Ei = E,. The vertex EO is called 
the center of the star H,. A directed path of length k (20) in H(9(P)) is a 
sequence of vertices Ei (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) in H(9(P)) such that E~+I Ei+l (i = 
0, 1, . . . , k - 1). 
For any subsets W1, W,, W, of a set V we say W, separates WI from W, if 
W,~W,~V-W,or W,sW,sV-WI. 
3. Characterization of splits 
In this section we give a characterization of splits of 9(P). 
First, we consider splits S = {T,, TJ which are compatible with 17(P), where we 
recall that II(P) is a partition of E induced by 9(P). Therefore, without loss of 
generality we assume P = {{e} 1 e E E} and by a natural correspondence identify 
9(P) with a poset on E denoted by 9 = (E, <), where 9(P) is the poset on P 
which corresponds to 9 (= Ed(P)). 
Lemma 3.1. A dissection S = {T,, TJ of E is a good dissection of 9 with corres- 
ponding poset 9 = (E, <) if and only if there do not exist any XE 9 and distinct 
four elements ei E E (i = l- 4) such that 
(1) e, >I q and e3 >I e4, 
(2) T1 separates {el} from {e’L) and also {e3} from {e4}, 
(3) X separates {eI, eJ from {e3, e4}. 
Proof. “If” par-r: If S = {T,, TJ is not a good dissection of Ed, then there exists 
X E 9 such that neither 
Xf?T,,Xr-IT,ESJ (3.1) 
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nor 
XlJT,,XUT2E9 
holds. Therefore, since XE 9, 
(3.2) 
~e,EXnT,,3e,EXnT,:e,>Ie,orel>Iq, (3.3) 
3e3ET1-X,3e4ETZ-X:e3>Ie,ore,>Ie,. (3.4) 
(3.3) and (3.4) imply that X and q (i = 1 - 4) in (3.3) and (3.4) satisfy (1) - (3) with 
appropriate re-numbering of ei (i = 1 - 4). 
“Only if” part: Conversely, if (1) - (3) hold, it is easily seen that S = {T,, Tz) 
cannot be a good dissection of 9. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that for distinct four elements ei (i = 1 - 4) we have 
el >I e2, e3 >I e,. (3.5) 
Then there does not exist any XE 9 which separates {el, ez) from {e3, e3 if and 
only if 
el> e4, e,> e2. (3.6) 
Proof. Easy. 0 
Lemma 3.3. A dissection S = {T,, T2) of E is a good dissection of 9 if and only if 
for urbitrury distinct four elements ei E E (i = 1 - 4) such that 
(1) el s-1 e2, e3 >I e4, (3.7) 
(2) T, separates {el} from {eJ and also {e,} from {e4} we have 
elZ e4, e,> e2. (3.8) 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. Let S = {T,, TJ be a good dissection of 9. If distinct four elements 
ei GE (i =l-4) s~tisfi 
el, e3 E T1, e2, e4E T2, (3.9) 
el 3 e2, e3 >I e4, (3.10) 
then 
el >I e4, e3 >I e,. (3.11) 
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.3 we have 
es- e4, e3> e2. 
Choose any directed path Q in H(9) from e, to e4: 
Q:el>Id,>Id,>I...>Id,>Ie4, k>O. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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The path Q does not contain e2 or e3. For if e2 lies on Q, then e2> e4 and from 
(3.12) e3 > e2> e4, which contradicts e3>l e4. Similarly, if e3 lies on Q, this leads 
to a contradiction to e, >I e2. Unless e, >I e4, there exist d,>l d,+l on Q such that 
w- 4>14+,> e4 or e+ 4 >I dl+l> e4, (3.14) 
4 E 7’1, 4+l E T2. (3.15) 
If e,z d(>l dl+l> e4, we have d,> e2 due to Lemma 3.3 applied to four elements 
el, e2, 4, dltl. Therefore, e,) d,> e2, which contradicts e, >I eF Similarly, if 
el) d[>~ d,+,> e4, we reach a contradiction to e3 >I e,. Consequently, we have 
e, >I e,. By the symmetry we also have e3 >I e,. !I 
Lemma 3.5. Let S = {T,, TJ be a good dissection of 9. If distinct four elements 
ei EE (i =l-4) satisfy 
el, e4 E Tl, e2, e3 E T2, (3.16) 
el >I e2, e3 >I e4, (3.17) 
then every directed path in H(8) from e, to e4 does not contain any vertex (or 
element) in T2. 
Proof. Note that el> e4 because of Lemma 3.3. Let 
Q:e,>Id,>I...>Id,>Ie, (3.18) 
be any directed path in H(9) from e, to e4 (k >O). Suppose that there were 
c& E T2 on Q. Then choose such 4 E T2 on Q with the smallest subscript i. Now, 
e,> 4-1 >I di> e4, (3.19) 
where di-1E T, and possibly 4-r = e, (when i = 1). If 4 = e3, then e,) e,> e2 
since e,> e2 follows from (3.16), (3.17) and Lemma 3.3. This contradicts e, >I e2. 
Therefore, 
4#e3. (3.20) 
Since 4-r >I di and e3 >I e,, we have from (3.20) and Lemma 3.3 
e,> 4. (3.21) 
It follows from (3.19) and (3.21) that 
e3> 4 > e4, (3.22) 
which contradicts e3 >I e,. Therefore, there is no 4 E T2 which lies on Q. 0 
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Lemma 3.6. Let S = {T,, TJ be a good dissection of 9. If there exist distinct three 
elements ei E E (i = 1,2,3) such chat 
el E T1, e2, e3 E T2, (3.23) 
e3 >I e, >I e2, (3.24) 
thenforanyaET1andbET2 withal< bora>Ibwehavea=e,. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist a ET, and b E T2 such that 
a I< b and a # e,. Since b >I a and e3 >I er, from Lemma 3.4 we have b >I e,. (Note 
that this is valid even if b = e3.) Then, bf e2 since e, >I e2. Now, for distinct four 
elements a, b, e,, e2 we have b >I a, e, >I e2, a, e, E T, and b, e2 E T2 and there is a 
directed path b>l e, >I e2 with e, E T,, which contradicts Lemma 3.5. The case 
when a>1 b is the dual of the above case. Therefore, in both cases we have 
a=e,. 0 
Theorem 3.7. A dissection S = {T,, TJ is a good dissection of Ed if and only if one 
of the following three holds: 
(i) There exists no urc in H(9) which connects T1 with T2. 
(ii) The set of arcs in H(9) which connect T1 with T2 forms a star H, such that 
HI contains a directed path e, >I e, >I e2 of length 2 for some vertices e,, e2 and the 
center e, of the star HI. 
(iii) There exist disjoint four subsets FI1, F12 5 T1 and F21, F22s T2 (some of 
them are possibly empty) such that 
(1) for every e,E F,, (or F2J and e2EF12 (or F22), et> e2, 
(2) for every e, E F,, (or F2J and e2E F22 (or F12), e, >I q 
(3) the set of all the arcs in H(9) which connect TI with T2 is given by 
iCeI, 4 I el E 61, e2 E F2J U {Cc e2) 1 el E F21, e2 E F12). (3.25) 
Proof. The present theorem follows from Lemmas 3.3-3.6. Cl 
Note that in (iii) of Theorem 3.7 if, for example, F,, = F21 = @, F22# pl and 
]FII] = 1, the set of arcs which connect T1 with T2 forms a star which is not of the 
type in (ii). 
From Theorem 3.7 we have 
Theorem 3.8. Let P = {E,, El, . . . , Ek} be a purtition of E and S = {T,, TJ be a 
dissection of E such that S is compatible with II(P) (which is Q partition of E 
induced by 9((P)>. Then S is a split of 9(P) if and only if 
]Ti[P]]a2, i= 1,2 (3.26) 
and one of (i)-(G) in Theorem 3.7 holds, where H(8) is replaced by H(g(P)), ) 
by p>, >I by $4 and Ti by Ti[lT(P)] (i = 1,2). 
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Next, we give a characterization of splits S = {T,, TJ of a(P) which are not 
compatible with n(P). 
Lemma 3.9. Let S = {T,, TJ be a good dissection of 9(P) which is not compatible 
with n(P). Then there exists one and only one F,E n(P) such that 
F,,nTi#p, i=1,2. (3.27) 
Proof. If there exist two distinct F1, &E 17(P) such that 
Fi n Ti# @, i, j = 1,2, (3.28) 
then, since there exists X E B(P) which separates Fl from F,, S = {T,, T2) cannot 
be a good dissection of B(P). Cl 
Theorem 3.10. Let S = {T,, T2) be a dissection of E which is compatible with P bur 
not with II(P). Then S is a good dissection of 9(P) if and only if there exists one 
and only one FOG n(P) such thar F,, n Ti # P, (i = 1,2) and either FO is a cut vertex 
of H(8(P)) or one of T,[Il(J’>] (i = 1,2) is empty. 
Proof. “If” part: Trivial. 
“Only if” part: Suppose S is a good dissection of 9(P). From Lemma 3.9 there 
exists one and only one F,E II(P) such that F,fl Ti# P, (i = 1,2). Suppose, on the 
contrary, that there is an arc (F,, FJ in H(9(P)) which connects T,[n(P)] and 
T,[l7(P)]. Since & # F0 (i = 1,2) and Fl $4 F2, there exists X E a(P) which 
separates F,, from F, UF,, which leads to a contradiction to the fact that 
S ={T1, T2) is a good dissection of 9(P). 0 
It should be noted that even if H(9) does not contain cut vertices, some 
H(8(P)) obtained by repeated simple split decompositions may contain cut 
vertices. Also, note that n(P) # P in general, which is explained by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.11. Suppose thut 9 with corresponding poset 9 = (E, <) is connected. Let 
S ={T1, T2) be a split of 9, put 
Pi={{e}Ie~E-Ti}U{Ti}, i=l,2 (3.29) 
and let 9i = (n(Pi), fi) be posets corresponding To I (i = 1,2). Then, 
n(Pi)=Pi, i= 1,2 (3.30) 
if and only if the set of arcs in H(8) which connect T1 with T2 does not form a star 
H1 such that H1 contains a directed path of length 2. 
Proof. “If” part: Suppose that the set of arcs in H(9) which connect T1 with T2 
does not form a star H, such that H1 contains a directed path of length 2. For an 
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arbitrary e E Tz let D(e) be the unique minimal element in 9 which contains e. If 
D(e)nT,=@, then {e}EU(PJ since D(e), D(e)-{e}EEd(PJ (cf. Proposition 2.1). 
If D(e) fl T1 # 8, then D(e) U T, E kd(P,). For if D(e) U T1$ 9((P,), there must be 
e, E Tl - D(e) and QE T2- D(e) such that e, >I e2. Since D(e) n T, # pl and e# T,, 
there are e3E D(e)- T1 and e4E D(e) n T, such that e3 >I e4. Therefore, from 
Lemma 3.3 we must have e+ e2 and thus e> e2 since e > e3, which contradicts 
e2#D(e). Now, D(e) U T,E~(PJ. If there exist elE T1--D(e) such that e, >I e, 
then because of Theorem 3.7 the set of arcs in H(9) which connect T1 with T2 
must form a star containing a directed path of length 2, which contradicts the 
assumption. Therefore, for any e,ET1-D(e) el#le. Consequently, 
(D(e)-(e)) U T, E 9(P1), so that {e}Efl(P,). It follows that II = P,. By the 
symmetry, IT(PJ = P2. 
“Only if” pati: Suppose II ‘Pi (i = 1,2). If the set of arcs in H(9) which 
connect T1 with T2 forms a star with center eoE T2 such that for distinct two 
elements e,, e2 E T, e, >I e, >I e,, then there exists no X E 9(P,) which separates 
{eo} from T,. Therefore, T,$II(P,), which is a contradiction. 0 
4. Decomposition of distribotive lattices 
Given a distributive lattice Ed with corresponding poset 9 = (E, <), if 9 is not 
connected, then 9 can be decomposed based on the connected components of 
H(9). This kind of decofnposition is also a special case of a split decomposition 
and 91 is a direct product of distributive lattices corresponding to the connected 
components of H(9). 
In this section we show that when 9 is connected, decompositions of 9 by 
splits satisfy the requirements for the decomposition theory developed by Cun- 
ningham and Edmonds [3, 51. 
The next lemma does not, however, require the connectedness of 9. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that S(l) = {Ty’, T$“} is a split of Ed(P) and SC2’ = {T$‘), Ts2)} 
is a dissection ofE such that SC2’ is compatible with P and T:” E Ty’. Then SC2) is a 
split of 9(P) if and only if SC2) is a split of 9(P) (( T$“. 
Proof. “IT’ part: Suppose S”’ is a split of 9(P) 11 T$“. Then, for any XE 9(P) we 
have one of the following four cases: 
(i) XnT:“,XnT~‘,(XnT:“)~T12’(=XnT:“), (X~-IT;~‘)~T$~~E(P), 
(ii) X n Ti’), X n T$‘), (X n Till) u Ti2), (X n T:l)) U T$‘)(=X u Tp)) E 9(P), 
(iii) X u Ti’), Xu T$‘), (Xu Tg’) n Ti2’(=X n Ti2’), (Xu Ty’) n T~‘E 9(P), 
(iv) X U T!“, X U T$“, (X U T$“, U T’:‘), (X U Ty’) U T$f)(= X U T$‘)) E 9 (P). 
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Case (i): X n T$*) = (X n Ty)) u ((X n T\‘)) n T$*)) E Ed(P). 
Case (ii): XU T:*)= (Xn TF)) U ((XnT$‘)) U T$*))EB(P). 
Case (iii): X n T$*) = (X U T:‘)) n ((XU T$‘)) n T$*)) E 9(P). 
Case (iv): XUT:*)=(XUT~))~((XUT$“)UT$*‘)E~(P). 
Therefore, S’*’ = {Ti*‘, Ti*)} is a good dissection of Ed(P). Because S’*’ is a split 
of Ed(P) ]I T$” and we also have 
T\*‘[P] = T:*‘[P ]I T:“], (4.1) 
IT$?ll> IT:*‘[P 11 T:“ll, (4.2) 
S’*’ is a split of 9(P). 
“Only if” part: Since ]Ti”[P ]I T:“](z=~ (i = 1, 2), if S(*)={T\*), T$*‘} is a split 
of 9(P), then S(*) is a split of 9(P) I] T:” = 9(P (1 T$“) by the definition of a 
split. 0 
Let D be the family of all the distributive lattices Ed(P) obtained from 9 by 
partitions P of E. For 9 (P) ED, we write 
wP)+wPl),9(P,)I (4.3) 
if there exists a split S = {T,, TJ of 9 (P) and Pi = P (1 Ti (i = 1,2). Also define 
d@bPN = p (4.4) 
for each ~(P)EIID. (Note that D is a family, but not a set.) 
For D,, IlID2 &ID, we say IlID2 is a simple refinement of [ID, if there exists Ed(P) EQ 
such that 9(P) +{9(P,), 9(PJ} and ID*= (ll$-{9(P)})U{9(P1), 9(PJ}. For 
D’, DID” SD, D” is called a refinement of ID’ if there exists a sequence of [IDi SD 
(i = 1,2, . . . ) k)(k>1)suchthatDl=[19’,[IDk=[M’andforeachi=1,2,...,k-1 
III,+~ is a simple refinement of Q. ID’ is called a decomposition of 9 if ID’ is a 
refinement of {9} or D’= {a}. A decomposition IID1 of 9 is said to be minimal 
with property OL if there exists no decomposition IlID2 of 9 with property a! such 
that IID1 is a refinement of IlID*. 
Now, we can easily see that @ID,+, +) satisfies the requirements for the 
‘decomposition frame’ [3, 51, i.e., 
Fl. If Ed(P) ED and 9(P) + {9(P,), 9(PJ}, then for some dissection S = 
{T,, T2) of E such that S is compatible with P and ]T,[P]] 22 (i = 1,2) we have 
~(~(Pi))(=Pi) = (P- Ti[P]) U{Ti}, i = 1,2. (4.5) 
F2. For a split S = {T,, TJ of 9 (P) ED there exists one and only one pair of 
I EQ (i = 1,2) such that I = 9(P) I] Ti (i = 1,2). 
F3. Let S(l)= {Tin, Tin} be a split of 9(P) E!D and S’*‘= {Ti*‘, T$*)} be a 
dissection of E such that Ti*‘s T1 . (l) Then S’*’ is a split of Ed(P) if and only if S’*’ 
is a split of 9(P) I] T$“. I 
F4. Let Sci) = {T:“, T$‘} (i = 1,2) be splits of Ed(P) EID such that T:*’ $ Ty’. 
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Then, 
(9(P) (I 7y’> 11 7-y = 9(P) 1) I-:*‘, (4.6) 
(9(P) I( T:“) )( I-:*’ = (9(P) 11 T;*‘) 11 T$? (4.7) 
Note that Fl and F2 are tautologies by definition, F3 follows from Lemma 4.1 
and F4 easily follows from the definition of an aggregation. 
Next, we show that the decomposition frame (D, 4, +) satisfies the intersection 
property, i.e., 
(IF’) For any two splits Sc)= {Ty’, T$‘} (i = 1,2) of Ed(P) ED 
such that IT:“[P] rl T\*‘[P]J 2 2 and T:“[P] U Ti*‘[P] # P, (4.8) 
S13’ = {T$” II T:*), Til’ U Ti*)} is a split of Ed(P). 
First, we show (IF) for two splits Sc) = {T:“, T:“} (i = 1,2) which are compatible 
with II(P), the partition of E induced by 9(P). Therefore, we first show (IP) for the 
case when P = {{e} ( e E E}. Note that the following theorem requires the connec- 
tedness of 9. 
Theorem 4.2. Let S”‘={Tf’, T$‘} (i = 1,2) be splits of 9. If IT~‘nT~“Ia2 and 
T”‘UTi*‘#E 1 9 then S (3)= {T:” fl T!*), T$“U T$‘)} is a split of 9. 
Proof. We can assume 
T:l’ fI T$*’ # 8, T:“nT:*‘#p). (4.9) 
Let 8 = (E, <) be the poset which corresponds to 9. It is sufficient to prove that 
for any distinct four elements e,, e; E Ti” fl Ty’, e2 E T$” fl T:*‘, e3 E Til) n T$*’ 
with e, >I e2 or e, I< e, and e; >I e3 or el, I< e3 the requirement that {T:“fl 
Ti*‘, T$“U T$*‘) is a good dissection is satisfied (see Lemma 3.3). We shall use 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 repeatedly, which wih, however, not explicitly be mentioned 
below. Note that, because 9 is connected, there exist e,E TY’II T$*) and e”E 
Til’ U Ti*’ such that e4 H e” or e& e”. 
Case 1: e, I< e2, el, I< e3. 
Case l(i): For some eh E Tp’ tl T:*’ and e4 E T$” Cl T$*‘, e; I< e4. 
Since e3 >I 4 and e4 >I e$, we have 
e4 >I eI. 
Then, since e2>l e,, from (4.10) 
(4.10) 
e2 9 4, e4 >I e,. (4.11) 
Furthermore, since e3>l e’l and e,>l e, from (4.11), we have e,M e,. Therefore, 
e2 3 kl and e3 >I e,. 
Case l(ii): For some e$e T$” n T’*’ r and e,E T$” fl T$*‘, e; >I e,. 
Since e3 >I 4 and e$ >I e,, because of Lemma 3.5 there exist x E Til) fl Tp) and 
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y E Tin n Ti2) such that 
e3& x>l y 2 ea. 
Since x >I y and e2 >I e,, 
x > e,. 
From (4.12) and (4.13) we have 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
e3 s- e,. (4.14) 
On the other hand, regarding above x and y as es and e4, respectively, by the 
symmetry we have 
e2 > el,. (4.15) 
Case l(iii): For some e; E Tin n Ti2’and e4 E T’:’ fl Ti2’, e’; I< e4. 
Since e,>l e, and e,>l el;, 
e4 >I e,. (4.16) 
Then, since e3 >I e; and e4>I e, from (4.16), 
e3 >I e,. (4.17) 
By the symmetry we also have 
e2 >I e;. (4.18) 
Case l(iv): For some e’; E T:“tl Ti2’ and eqE T$“n Ti2’, e’; >I e,. 
We can assume e, # ey. Then, since e,>I e, and ey >I e4, there exist x E 
T$‘) fl T:*) and y E T $‘) n Tk2) such that 
e,,>x>Iy>e,. (4.19) 
Therefore, the present case is reduced to Case l(n). 
Case 2: e,lK e2, el,z I e3. 
Case 2(i): For some e$ E T$” n Ti2’ and eqE T$” n Tb2’, e; I< e4. 
Since el, >I e3 and e4 >I e$, there exist x E T$” n Ti2’ and y E T:” rl Ts2’ such that 
e4) x>l y> e3. (4.20) 
Then, since x >I y and e2 >I e,, 
x>l e,, e2 >I y. (4.21) 
Therefore, from (4.20) and (4.21), 
e2 > e3. (4.22) 
Moreover, since x >I e, and e: >I e3, we have 
el,) e,. 
Case 2(ii): For some e; E T$” rl Ti2’ and eqE Tin rl Ti2), e& >I e,. 
(4.23) 
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Since el, >I e, and es >I e4, 
ei >I e,, e$ >I q. (4.24) 
Then, since e2 >I e, and es >I e3 from (4.24), 
e, >I e3. (4.25) 
Moreover, since ei >I e, from (4.24) and e2 >I el, 
c?i> e,. (4.26) 
Case 2(Z): For some ey E Ty) n T:*’ and e4tz T:” tl Ti2), e’; >I e,. 
Since el, >I e3 and e; >I e,, 
ei >I e,, e;‘>I e3. (4.27) 
Consequently, because of Theorem 3.7 we have 
e, # el. (4.28) 
Therefore, since e2 A e, and e;’ >I e,, there exist x E T$” n T12’ and y E T$l’ n Ti2) 
such that 
e2>x>Iyg=e4. (4.29) 
Therefore, the present case is reduced to Case 2(ii). 
Note that S = {T,, TJ is a spilt of 9 if and only if it is a split of the dual 
g = {E-X 1 X E 9} of 9. Therefore, the above cases are exactly those which we 
must examine. 0 
Now, we show (IF) in (4.8) for splits S”’ - {T:“, T$‘} (i = 1,2) of 9 (P) such that 
So) is not compatible with II(P). We assume 9(P) is connected. 
Lemma 4.3. L-et Sci) = {T:“, T$‘} (i = 1,2) be splits of 9(P) such rh~t S”’ is nor 
compatible with II(P) and 
TI1’nT,“‘#@, i,j=1,2. (4.30) 
Then there exists no arc (F,, F2) in H(9(P)) which connects any two from among 
the following four: 
Ti”[I7(P>] n T~2’[II(P>] I 3 i, j = 1,2. (4.31) 
Proof. Since So) is not compatible with II(P), from Theorem 3.10 there exists 
one and only one Fr E IT(P) such that Fl fl Tt” # P, (i = 1,2) and there is no arc in 
H(9(P)) which connects T’,“[n(P)] with T$“[n(P)]. If Sc2’ is not compatible with 
n(P), let F2~ 17(P) satisfy F2n Ty’ # fl (j = 1,2) and there is no arc in H(9(P)) 
which connects Ti”[II(P)] with Th2)[‘[n(P)]. Th en it follows from connectedness of 
Ed(P), (4.30) and Theorem 3.10 that FI = F2. Consequently, the present lemma 
holds. 
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Now, suppose S’*’ is compatible with II(P). Also suppose 
Fl E T:*‘. (4.32) 
Let Fi (i = 3 - 6) be any elements in II(P) such that 
F3 E (T:“U’W’>l n T:*‘KW’)I) U 0% 
FOE WVW’)I n Ti*‘KW>l u W, 
F5 E T:“[Il(P>] n T$*)[II(P)], 
F6 E T:“[Il(P)] r-l T$*)[II(P)] I 
F3 +I F5 or F3 KpF5, 
F4 +I F6 or F4 ixpF6. 
Then from Lemmas 3.3 - 3.5 and Theorem 3.10 we must have 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.33) 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
F3=F4=Fl. 
Therefore, the lemma holds. 0 
(4.39) 
Theorem 4.4. Let S”‘= {T:“, T:“} (i = 1,2) be splits of 9(P) such that S(l) is not 
compatible with II(P). If (Ti”[P] r7 T$*‘[P]( 3 2 and Ti”[P] U Ti*‘[P] # P, hen 
Sc3’= {Ti”fl T\*), TF’U T$*)} is a split of Ed(P). 
Proof. The present theorem follows from Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 and Lemma 
4.3. 0 
9(P) ED is called brittle if IPI 2 4 and every dissection S = {T,, TJ of E such 
that S is compatible with P and ITi[P]j>2, (i = 1,2) is a split of 9(P). Also, 
9(P) ED is called semi-brittle if elements of P can be indexed in such a way that 
P={El,E2,.. . , Ek} with k 2 4 and the splits of 9(P) are exactly those dissec- 
tions S ={T1, TJ of E which are compatible’ with P and satisfy ITi[P](~2 
(i = 1,2) and for which T1 is given by 
TI= 6 h+j 
j=o 
(4.40) 
for some I, m with 1s I < I + m < k. 9 (P) E D is called prime if there exists no split 
of 9(P). 
Lemma 4.5. There exists no semi-brittle Ed(P)~[19. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that 9(P) ED is semi-brittle. Also suppose that 
there is FE II(P) such that for distinct E,, E2 E P El U E2 E F. Then for any split 
S = {T,, TJ such that E, 5 T1 and E2 E T2, S’ = {(T, - E,) U E2, (T2- EJ U E,} 
must be a split of 9(P) due to Theorem 3.10. Since (PIa4, this contradicts the 
assumption that 9(P) is semi-bride. Consequently, 17(P) = P. If there exists a 
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semi-brittle 9(P) ED with n(P) = P, there exists a semi-brittle 9(P’) ED with 
II(P) = P’ and IP’J = 4. So, suppose 9 is semi-brittle, E = 
{el, e2, e3, e4}, {h, ed, {e3, e4}} and {{e2, e31, {e4, ed are splits of 9, and 
{{e,, e,}, {e,, q}} is not a split of 9. Let 9 = (E, <) be the poset corresponding to 
9. Since {{e,, e3}, {e,, eJ} is not a split, there are at lest two arcs connecting 
{e,, e3} with {e,, e3 in H(9). From Lemma 3.6 and by the symmetry we only 
consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: e, >I e, and e,>I e3. 
Case 2: e, >I e, and e4 I< e3. 
For Case 1, since {{e,, e,}, {e,, e4}} is a split, we have e, >I e3 and e,>~ e2. Then 
{{e,, e3}, {e2, e3) is a split, which contradicts the assumption. For Case 2, since 
{{e2, e3}, {e,, e4}} is a split, we have e, >I e, and e3 >I e2. Then, {{e,, es}, {e,, e4}} is a 
split, which is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose 9(P) ED with IPI zz 4. Then 9(P) is brittle if and only if 
(i) H(9)(P)) is a star such that there is at most’one vertex F0 in H(9(P)) with 
P%[PlI32 d ‘f an z such F0 exists, it is the center of the star, or 
(ii) 17(P) = P and H(9(P)) is a complete bipartite graph (gl-,, fi2; B) with emf- 
vertex sets fil and fi2 and an arc set B given by 
ti = {(F,, F2) 1 Fl E fil-,, F2 E fi>. (4.41) 
Proof. “If” part: Easy. (Cf. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.) 
“Only if” part: Suppose that 9(P) is brittle and that 23(9(P)) contains a vertex 
F0 such that IF,,[P]I 2 2. Since 9(P) is brittle, there is no vertex F# F0 in H(S’(P)) 
such that IF[P]J 2 2. Let El and E2 be distinct two elements of F,[P]. Since IPI b 4 
and for any E, E P- FJP], {{E,, El}, P -{E,, EJ} is a split of 9(P) and is not 
compatible with II(P), there is no arc in H(8(P)) which connects E, with any 
element in P-F,-,[P]. Since E,-,E P - F,[P] is arbitrarily chosen, H(C?‘((P)) must be 
a star such that there is only one vertex F0 with IF,-JP]J>2 and F0 is the center 
of H@(P)). 
Now, suppose that 9(P) is brittle and l7(P)=P, i.e., for each vertex F of 
H(8(P)), FEP. Without loss of generality we can assume P ={{e} 1 e EE} and 9 
corresponds to a poset 9 = (E, <->. If H(B) contains a directed path of length 3: 
e,>Ie,>Ie,>Ie,, (4.42) 
then any dissection S = {T,, TJ of E which separates {e,, e3 and {e,, e3} is not a 
split of 9, since e, >I e, and e3 >I e, but e2 >I e3. Therefore, H(9) does not contain 
any directed path of length 3. Suppose H(9) contains a directed path of length 2: 
e, >I e, >I e,. (4.43) 
If there would exist e4, es # e2 such that e4 # e,, e3 and e4 >I e5 or e,l< e5, then any 
dissection S ={T,, Tz) with e2, e4E T1 and e,, e3, e5E T2 is not a split due to 
Lemma 3.6. Therefore, H(S) must be a star with center e2. If H(9) contains 
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directed paths of length less than 2 only, then H(9) is a bipartite graph 
(F,, F2; B) with end-vertex sets Fr and F2 and an arc set B such that for every 
e,, e, E E with e, >I e2 we have e, E F1 and ez 6 F2. Since H(8) is connected, if 
IFI1 = 1 or IF21 = 1, then H(9) is a star (as well as a complete bitartite graph), and 
if IF,]>2 (i = 1,2), then H(9) is a complete bipartite graph since {F,, F2) is a split 
of 9 and Lemma 3.4 applies. 0 
From Theorem 4.4 and Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Let 9 be a connected distributive lattice with corresponding poset 
9 = (E, <). Then there exists a unique minimal decomposition Q of 9 such that 
each SB(P)EQ is prime or brittle. Here, each brittle ~(P)EQ satisfies (i) or (ii) in 
Lemma 4.6. 
Proof. Apply the result in [3, 51 together with Theorem 4.4 and Lemmas 4.5 and 
4.6 0 
The decomposition structure of Q can be represented by a tree U (called a 
decomposition tree) with a vertex set Cl!, where {Ed(P,), 9(PJ} is an edge (an 
undirected arc) in T if and only if Ed(Pi) E 69 (i = 1,2) and for some Ed(P) ED 
9(P) + {9(P,), 9(P,)} (a simple split decomposition of 9(P)). We can also 
obtain a hierarchical structure of Q similarly as in [6]. 
5. Reconslmction 
For a distributive lattice 9, let {9(Pi) ] i E I} be a decomposition of 9. We show 
a relationship between 9 and 9(Pi) (i E I). 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose {Ed(Pi) ) i E I} is a decomposition of a distributive lattice 9 
with corresponding poset 9 = (E, <). For each e EE let D,(e) (i E I) and D(e), 
respectiuely, denote the unique minimal elements in I (i E I) and 9 which 
contain e. Then, 
D(e) = n D,(e). 
i=I 
(5.1) 
Proof. It suffices if we consider the case when I = {1,2}. Suppose that S = {T,, TJ 
is a split of 9, 
PI = {{e) 1 e 6 TJ U {Td, (5.2) 
P2={{e)Ie~T3U{TA (5.3) 
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and e E Tr. Then, since D(e) E 9, one of the following two holds: 
We> n T1, D(e)nT,ci%, (5.4) 
D(e) U Tl, D(e)UT2E9. (5.5) 
If (5.4) holds, then, since e E TI and D(e) is minimal, 
D(e) s T,. (5.6) 
Consequently, D*(e) = D(e) and T, E Dr(e), and we have (5.1) with I= {1,2}. If 
(5.5) holds, then 
D(e) 5 D,(e) r-ID,(e) s (D(e) U T,) rl (D(e) U TJ = D(e). 
Therefore, we have (5.1) with I={l, 2). Cl 
(5.7) 
Lemma 5.1 gives a way of reconstructing 9 from I (i EI) since D(e) 
(e E E) uniquely determines 9. In fact, e’> e in P = (E, <) if and only if e’ E 
D(e) -@I. 
Example 1. Consider a distributive lattice Ed with corresponding poset 9 = (E, <) 
given in Fig. 1. The unique minimal decomposition Q shown in Theorem 4.7 is 
given in Fig. 2, where each 9(Pi) EQ is represented by the Hasse diagram H(!Yi) 
(i = 1- 5). 9((P,) is brittle (see H(8,) in Fig, 2). 
It is easily seen from Fig. 2 that 
and 
D,(5) = (3 - 12}, D,(5) = {1,2,3,5,6,8 - 12}, 
D,(5) = {1,2,3,5,6,% D,(5) = {l- 12}, D,(5) = {l- 9,12} 
D(5)={3,5,6,9}= i\ Di(5). 
i=l 
Here, it should be noted that we do not need all Di(5) (i = 1 - 5) to obtain D(5). In 
Fig. 1. H(P) (broken lines denote splits of 9). 
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I 
IlO? 
R3 
fl-91 011 
fN 
W4) 
Fig. 2. A decomposition tree. 
Fig. 3. H(9) (broken lines denote splits of 9). 
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W1l 
W3) I 
W2) 
W4) 
Fig. 4. A decomposition tree. 
fact, first find H(Bi) which has vertex (5). That is II( Then we see that 
D,(5) ~{1,2,3}, {6,9}. Next, find II and H(9,) in which there are vertices 
including complements of,{l, 2,3} and {6,9}. (Follow the broken lines in Fig. 2.) 
They are H(9,) and H(9,). Now, since {3}, (6) and (9) are singletons, we obtain 
D(5) = D,(5) n D,(5) rl D,(5). 
This process will give a refinement of Lemma 5.1 but we omit the detail. 
Example 2. Consider another example shown in Fig. 3. The unique minimal 
decomposition is given in Fig. 4, where note that g2 is a poset which corresponds 
to Ed(PJ with P2 = {{1,2,3}, {4}, {5,6,7}, {8,9, lo}} and that IZ(PJ = {{l- 
4,8,9, lo}, {5,6,7}} but that we express the vertex {l- 4,8,9,10} in H(9J as a 
collection of {1,2,3}, {4}, {8,9,10} to retain the underlying partition P2. It should 
be noted that D(P,) # Pz since arcs which connect {1,2,3} with (4 - 10) (and (1 - 7) 
with {8,9,10}) form a star containing a directed path of length 2, where 
{{1,2,3}, {4- lo}} and {{l-7}, {8,9, lo}} are splits of Ed. (Cf. Lemma 3.11.) 
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